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Our AIM portfolios returned 14% over the quarter, relative to a 3.1% return for the
MSCI UK Micro Cap Total Return index. Politics remained a source of uncertainty
during the quarter, with Brexit negotiations showing little progress and the German
election highlighting that the populist tide has not yet turned. On the other hand,
evidence continued to build of synchronised global economic recovery, which
benefited commodity prices and presumably brings forward tighter monetary policy.
Against this background, the tailwind behind internationally
oriented businesses persisted. Keywords Studios, the video
game design and localisation company, was a beneficiary,
as was Blue Prism, the Robot Process Automation software
provider, which supplies a virtual workforce for back office
clerical tasks. Meanwhile, Smart Metering Systems, the
domestic smart meter provider, helped performance, as the
company announced a further improvement in its installed
asset base within the first two trading months of the current
reporting period.
With inflation running ahead of wage growth in the UK at
present and consumer uncertainty on the rise, consumer

discretionary stocks, such as auto retailers, have struggled
in recent months. Despite this, some stocks dependent
on consumer spending, which are not consumer staples,
continue to perform well.
This includes Fever-Tree, the supplier of premium tonics and
Conviviality Retail, the alcohol wholesaler and off-licence
franchiser. Both companies fall under the “Affordable Treat”–
an investment theme we quite like, as these companies
are not traditional consumer staples, but are nonetheless
relatively resilient to a general downturn in consumer
spending.
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Top 10 Holdings

%

Sector

BLUE PRISM GROUP

7.2

Software & Computer

KEYWORDS STUDIOS

7.2

Support Services

RESTORE

6.7

Support Services

Overall Sector Breakdown as at 30 September 2017
Cash, 5.0%
Electronic & Electrical Equipment, 2.5%
Household Goods & Home Construction, 2.5%
Travel & Leisure, 2.9%
Support Services, 30.5%
Financial Services, 4.2%

CVS GROUP PLC

5.9

General Retailers

FEVERTREE DRINKS

5.8

Beverages

SMART METERING

5.6

Support Services

GAMMA COMMUNICATIONS

4.9

Telecommunications

CONVIVIALITY RETAIL

3.8

General Retailers

PROACTIS HOLDINGS

3.7

Software & Computer

RENEW HOLDINGS

3.7

Support Services

Telecommunications, 4.9%

Beverages, 6.0%

Other, 6.1%

General Retailers, 9.8%

Software & Computer
Services, 25.6%

Source: Charlotte Square data as at 30/09/2017.
Performance numbers are indicative, drawn from a stylised aggregate portfolio constructed from our individual discretionary AIM Portfolios. The
figures are calculated on a monthly basis, net of Charlotte Square’s Annual Management Charge of 1.2% plus VAT and additional Dealing Charges,
and are adjusted for cash contributions and withdrawals. Please note that the performance of individual portfolios may vary due to factors such as the
portfolio size, stock selection and timing of investment transactions. AIM investments can be illiquid in nature and carry a higher degree of risk than
other securities and are not, therefore, suitable for some investors. The AIM Portfolio should be regarded as a higher risk, long term investment
managed on a discretionary basis. We would strongly recommend seeking independent tax and financial advice before taking any action.
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Charlotte Square, Investment Managers, 40 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh, EH2 4HQ | Tel: 0131 624 7709
www.charlotte-square.com

Important Information: Opinions constitute our judgement as of this date and are subject to change without warning. This
investment product may not be suitable for all investors. The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down
as well as up, and you may not recover the amount of your initial investment. Tax benefits and allowances described in this
factsheet are based on current legislation and HM Revenue & Customs practice and depend on personal circumstances. These may change from time to time
and are not guaranteed. Where an investment involves exposure to a foreign currency, changes in rates of exchange may cause the value of the investment, and
the income from it, to go up or down. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Neither Charlotte Square, Raymond James nor any connected
company accepts responsibility for any direct or indirect or consequential loss suffered by you or any other person as a result of your acting, or deciding not to
act, in reliance upon any information contained in this document. Before contemplating any transaction, you should consider whether you require advice from
your financial adviser. Charlotte Square is a trade name of Raymond James Investment Services Limited (Raymond James) utilised under exclusive licence.
Raymond James is a member of the London Stock Exchange and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England and
Wales No. 3779657. Registered Office Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London EC2A 2AG.					
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